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Abstract




It is known that globally supersymmetric versions of renormalizable quantum eld theories
display important niteness properties due to the cancellations of ultraviolet divergencies [1].
These cancellations were rst analyzed by Iliopuolos and Zumino [2] in the framework of super-
symmetric Wess-Zumino models. Since then, with the development of supergraph techniques
in superspace in which all particles in each supermultiplet are considered together as superelds
[3, 4, 5] , it became possible to display all simplications due to supersymmetry.
On the other hand, one is forced to deal with the component eld formalism in particular
when calculations on non-trivial backgrounds are considered. However, to deal with super-
symmetric theories in component picture several problems have to be overcome. First of all,
in general the supersymmetry algebra realized without auxiliary elds will close only on-shell,
that is modulo terms involving equation of motion of spinor elds. Second, the supersym-
metric gauge theories in component gauges (i.e. Wess-Zumino gauge) display, besides this
equation of motion terms, the additional characteristic complication that the algebra is mod-
ied by eld dependent gauge transformations [6]. The third problem is that the supergraph
techniques give in many cases a manifest realization of non-renormalization theorems (i.e.
the non-renormalization theorems of the chiral vertex in Wess-Zumino model), however these
non-renormalization theorems are by no means obvious in the component eld formalism.
The rst problem is cured [7, 8, 9, 10] by some sort of Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism [11]
that is often called Algebraic Renormalization [12, 13], whereas the second one is solved by
extending BRS transformations to include supersymmetry transformations [8, 9, 10]. (For the
problem of how to extend the BRS formalism to include arbitrary global symmetries, see [14].)
Finally, to get a handle on the non-renormalization theorems in the component picture one
has to note that the algebraic source of these theorems is to be found in the cohomology of
supersymmetric theories: supersymmetric interaction terms being the highest component of
some supermultiplet can be represented as a multiple supervariation of a lower dimensional
eld polynomial [15, 16].
In this note we will study the aeromentioned algebraic structure of N=1 Super Yang Mills
Theory in the context of the Algebraic Renormalization Method. In particular we will show
that the SYM action can be constructed from the cohomology of the Linearized Slavnov-Taylor
operator with the help descent equations that will relate the action to a lower dimensinal local
polynomial of fermions.
2 N=1 SYM Theory
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that is invariant under the fallowing o-shell transformations for N=1 vector multiplet:
δA = iθσλ+ iθσλ (2)
1
δλ = σθF + iθD , δλ = σ θF − iθD (3)
δD = −θD/λ + θ D/λ (4)
where
δ = θQ + θ˙ Q
˙ (5)
and θ, θ are the anti-commuting supersymmetry parameters. The algebra reads
fQ ,Qgϕ = 0 = f Q , Qgϕ , fQ , Qgϕ = −2iσDϕ , ϕ = (A, λ, λ,D). (6)
that implies δ2 = −2iσD.
Note that the o -shell algebra does close on covariant derivatives which implies that the
cohomology of δ exists if it is restricted to the space of integrated gauge invariant polynomials
of elds. However this restriction is automatically implied if one sticks on the Algebraic
renormalization Method in which one can construct a nilpotent operator that contains all the
symmetries of the action. To reach this goal we will fallow the standart proceure.
The starting point is to dene an extended BRST operator s such that
s := s0 − iξQ − iξ˙Q ˙ (7)
where s0 is the ordinary BRST generator and ξ, ξ are the global ghosts of SUSY that are
commuting constant spinors.
We begin with the o-shell supersymmetric case. The extended BRST transformations are
given as
sA = Dc+ ξσλ+ ξσλ (8)
sλ = ifc, λg − iσξF + ξD (9)
sλ = ifc, λg − iσ ξF − ξD (10)
sD = i[c,D]− iD/ ψ + iD/ψ (11)




fc, cg − 2iξσ ξA (12)
such that
s2 = −2iξσ ξ∂ (13)
The action (1) is invariant under s and the gauge freedom of the action is xed by adding a




with the help of the trivial pair (c, b)
sc = b , sb = −2iξσ ξ∂c (15)
1We could add the generator of translations inside s but since our aim is to construct the action and therefore
to work with the integrated polynomials this fact will cause no problems. See for instance [13]
2
The action is further extended by introducing the anti-elds, that couple to the s-transformation




 + λ∗sλ+ λ∗sλ+D∗sD) (16)
The total action now reads,
I = SSY M + Sgf + Sext (17)
and satises the fallowing ST identity,







































 − λ∗sλ− λ∗sλ+D∗D + c∗sc). (20)
that has no eect on the renormalization of the theory [pig,sor]. The relevant object for































































BIφ = sφ , φ = A, λ, λ,D, c, c, b. (22)
The curutial property of B is that it satises the fallowing algebraic relation with the help of
eq.(18):







where φA denotes collectively all the elds and anti-elds. Note that the act of the operator
P on an integrated eld polynomial is a total derivative which implies that the BI is nilpotent
in the space of integrated eld polynomials and therefore the relevant solutions of the eq.(23)
gives the non-trivial elements of the integrated cohomology of BI [13].
The on-shell case is obtained , as usual, by eliminating the auxiliary eldD with its equation
of motion, that is D = 0 for pure SYM theory. The extended BRST transformation s′ is given
now by
s′ = sjD=0 (24)
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and as a result,
s′2 = −2iξσ ξ∂ (modulo eq. of motion of λ, λ). (25)
However, it is still possible to have a nilpotent Slavnov-Taylor operator by adding a quadratic
term in the antields to the action (1). For N=1 SYM it is found to be:
Squad = −tr
∫
d4x(ξλ∗ − ξλ∗)2. (26)
The total classical action now reads,
I ′ = SSY M jD=0 + Sgf + SextjD=0 + Squad (27)
and as a consequence the relations (20) and (23) still hold. This is no surprise because with
a careful examination one can see that the combination (ξλ∗ − ξλ∗) exactly behaves like the
auxiliary eld D i.e.
B′Iλ = s′λ+ ξ(ξλ∗ − ξλ∗) , B′Iλ = s′λ− ξ(ξλ∗ − ξλ∗) (28)
B′I(ξλ∗ − ξλ∗) = BID (29)





d4xX = 0 (30)
constitutes a cohomology problem on the space of integrated local polynomials of elds and
anti-elds, due to the equation (23). It is well known that the non-trivial solutions (that are not
a trivial co-cycle, X 6= BIX ′) with dimension four, vanishing R-charge and the ghost number
0 and 1 give the counterterms and the anomalies respectively that is directly related with the
renormalization of the theory2.
One (and a easier) way[13] to characterise the cohomology classes of BI is to use a lteration
with respect to a global susy ghost of one chirality, i.e. N = ξ @
@α
that allows the fallowing ξ
expansion of BI 3
BI = δI + ξW + 1
2
ξξX (31)
It is easy to see from eq.(23) that
δ2I = 0 (32)
and
fδ,Wg = −2iσ ξP , fW,Wg = 0 = fδI , Xg. (33)
2For a similar approach of constructing N=1 globally and locally supersymmetic actions by BRS cohomo-
logical means and also for the discussion of anomalies, see [18]
3Obviously in the case of off-shell SUSY Xαβ = 0 .
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on the non-integrated polynomials.
Solving the integrated cohomolgy problem
δI
∫
d4xX = 0 (34)
is useful since the integrated cohomology of BI is isomorphic to the integrated cohomology
of δI according to a general theorem [19]. The local version of eq.(34) leads to the fallowing
descent equations due to the fact that δ is nilpotent exactly (32)[12]:
δIX + (ξη + 2ξσ)˙∂X (1)˙ = 0 (35)
δIX (1)˙ + (ξη + 2ξσ)˙∂X (2)˙˙[] = 0 (36)
δIX (2)˙˙[] + (ξη! + 2ξσ!)γ˙∂!X (3)˙˙γ˙[] = 0 (37)
δIX (3)˙˙γ˙[] + (ξη + 2ξσ )˙∂X (4)˙˙γ˙˙[] = 0 (38)
δIX (4)˙˙γ˙˙[] = 0 (39)
Where X is are anti-symmetric in their Lorentz indices and symmetric in dotted spinor indices.
The coecient of the total derivative term is due to the algebra (32) and (33) and the solutions
X can be found from any solution of the above descent equations with the help of a climbing
up operator whose anti-commutator with δI gives space-time translations.
Since our aim is to construct the SYM action we will concentrate on a solution X that has
dimension 4 with vanishing ghost number and R-charge. The dimension, ghost number and
the R-charges of the elds, anti-elds and ghosts are given as,
A λ D c c b ξ A∗ λ∗ D∗ c∗
d 1 3/2 2 0 2 2 -1/2 3 5/2 2 4
GP 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
Gh 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -2
R 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0
Table 1: Dimensions d, Grassmann parity GP , ghost number Gh and R-weights.
With the help of the table 1 one can easily see that there is no non-trivial solution for the
lowest descent equations (39) and (38).
However the solution of eq.(37) can be found by noting that X (2) has dimension 3, R-charge
-2 and that it is invariant under δI (since X (3) is trivial). The only eld polynomial satisfying
these conditions is tr(λλ). Therefore the solution with desired index structure to the descent
eq.(37) is
X (2)˙˙[] = σ˙γ˙γ˙˙λλ (40)
and X is found by applying the climbing up operator twice to X (2).





since from eq.(33) we get
fδI , (− i
2
W σ˙)g = (ξη + 2ξσ)˙P (42)
Therefore a straight forward calculation gives,
∫




















F F − i
4
FF − 2ψD/ ψ +D2g (43)
where k is an arbitrary constant. If the equations (1),(17) and (43) are compared we end up











I = SSY M (44)
that is obviously invariant under BI .




where W = W + 12ξX. The reason to take (45) as a climbing up operator instead of (41)
is to incorporate the total eect of Squad. The arguments for the o-shell supersymmetric case
still hold when W and I is replaced with W and I ′ except that the r.h.s. of eq.(43) does not
hold. Instead we have,
∫





































ξλ∗ − ξλ∗) + g4(1
2
ξλ∗ − ξλ∗)2g
However, it is still possible to restore the missing terms (i.e. eq. of motion of λ that is absent
due to SUSY) and to get rid of the extra terms that are linear in global ghosts by adding a B
co-coycle: ∫














I = SSY M jD=0 − Squad (48)




Note that above results for both o and on-shell cases is related to the fact that the
cohomology is unchanged when the auxiliary elds are eleminated by using their equation of
motion [20].
A smiliar result also holds for the N=2 o and on-shell supersimetrik Yang Mills Theory
where the action is related with the gauge invariant monomial φ2 where φ is the lowest com-
ponent of the N=2 vector multiplet in the Wess-Zumino gauge [21]. This relation also holds
for the twisted N=2 YM case [13].
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